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Join Sheppard Mullin San Francisco for a Celebration of the Bay!

09.29.2016
 

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sheppard Mullin San Francisco
Four Embarcadero Center, 17th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111

Join Sheppard Mullin as we celebrate our 35 years in San Francisco with a reception featuring local businesses
and artists that make the Bay Area unique. Enjoy unparalleled views from our bright new space while you sip
whiskey from San Francisco's only distillery, try a new Northern California Cuvee and indulge in creative, locally-
sourced cuisine.

Please click here to join the celebration!

Learn more about our unique, local vendors:

Seven Stills of SF

San Francisco based Seven Stills focuses on making whiskeys from extremely high quality craft beers. They are
currently working on two separate projects, the Seven Stills Series and the Collaboration Series. The Seven
Stills Series will consist of seven whiskeys that each pair with a craft beer (also developed in house). Each
whiskey represents a different hill in San Francisco and each bottle features a local street artist from that area.
Co-Founder Tim Obert will be pouring and providing information about their unique whiskeys.

Jeff Rosen Productions

Jeff has worked with notable SF culinary stars Mark Franz and Nancy Oakes while he was Executive Chef of
Mallard Group restaurants which owned Savannah Grill, Clark's By The Bay, Buffalo Grill and Bighorn Grill. These
chefs inspired Jeff to open the popular and critically acclaimed Avenue 9 in the Sunset District of San
Francisco. Jeff is inspired by the relationships he has made with countless happy clients over the years and the
ranchers, farmers and artisans he has partnered with from our local food shed.

Bay Grape



www.sheppardmullin.com

Bay Grape is an Oakland-based wine shop run by husband-and-wife sommeliers Josiah Baldivino and Stevie
Stacionis. They focus on small-batch, sustainability-minded wines from around the world. They also offer
relaxed, social wine classes and tastings most days of the week. Bay Grape has quickly become a cornerstone
of the Oakland/Lake Merritt community. Josiah and Stevie will lead a casual tasting highlighting a variety of
local wines at our event.

Here & There: A Joint Photography Exhibit Exploring Objects and Place

Joel Bouquemont and Martin Kojnok are Oakland-based photographers who have teamed up for 2016 in the
showing of their work under the title, Here & There. The juxtaposition of how they see the world through their
lenses creates a fun, mood- & emotion-filled viewing experience as well as offers access to individual, limited-
edition pieces to complement any home or office.

Questions? Please contact Summer Connery via email or by phone 415.774.3171

Join Sheppard Mullin San Francisco for a Celebration of the Bay!


